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Abstract: Land use change, natural resource use and climate change are challenging Sustainable
Development issues (SDGs 13–15). Fostering the competencies to deal with such issues is one core
task for current educational endeavors. Among these competencies, decision-making competencies
are central. In detail, we investigate how learners evaluate alternative decision-making options to
improve existing competence models. We exemplify our competence modelling approach using the
designation of a Marine Protected Area. The cross-sectional sample consists of secondary school
students and student teachers (N = 760). Partial Credit modelling shows that quantitative modelling of
decision-making options is a different competence dimension than perspective taking if contextualized
for Sustainable Development. In quantitative modelling, mathematical modelling is used to evaluate and
reflect on decision-making options. Perspective taking covers the ability to consider different normative
perspectives on Sustainable Development issues. Both dimensions show plausible (latent) correlations
with related constructs within the nomological net, i.e., with qualitative arguing, economic literacy,
mathematical competencies, reading competencies and analytical problem solving. Furthermore,
person-abilities increase with level of education for both dimensions. The identified competence
dimensions quantitative modelling and perspective taking were successfully modelled and shown to be
distinct; the resulting measuring instrument is reliable and valid.
Keywords: Sustainable Development; socioscientific issues; reasoning; decision making; economic
evaluation; perspective taking; modelling; competence; measure

1. Introduction
Land use change, natural resource use and climate change are Sustainable Development issues
(SDGs 13–15; see Section 1.1) [1] for which a suitable selection of policy measures is of paramount
importance. Decision making on real-world policy measures frequently relies on quantitative data on
the effects of the implementation of alternative policy options: If sufficiently valid and accurate data
are available, modern decision theory makes extensive use of quantitative data [2].
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This crucial quantitative aspect is inadequately reflected within Education for Sustainable
Development (ESD) to date. Typically, ESD interventions focus on qualitative problem descriptions.
Even if problems such as climate change are quantified, potential solutions are mostly discussed
using qualitative pro and contra arguments [3,4]. Consequently, learners are not adequately equipped
with the competencies to deal with complex decision-making issues for which quantitative data can
be provided [5]. For instance, it will often be essential to quantitatively compare the magnitudes
of ecological, social and economic advantages as well as disadvantages of policy options restricting
the use of land or other environmental resources. In particular, this is relevant if advantages and
disadvantages are born by different stakeholder groups. In addition to environmental values and
justice, the efficient allocation of natural resources is at stake [6]. Purely qualitative argumentation is
insufficient here [5].
The relative neglect of quantitative argumentation on complex decision-making challenges is not
limited to ESD. Common approaches to socioscientific issues (SSIs) [7] and socioscientific reasoning [8]
display similar blind spots (see Section 1.2). The main exception is economics education/financial
education, in which learners are encouraged to analyze decision making through the lens of detailed
analyses of trade-offs, costs and benefits [9], and frequently need to calculate numerical solutions
to problems [10]. Unfortunately, economics and financial education rarely address Sustainable
Development issues [6]. Recent research exceptions relate to learner conceptions on economic policy
instruments or on market solutions to environmental problems [11,12]. Further, student concepts on
the relation of nature and economic development have been addressed [13]. Decision making for
Sustainable Development faces factual complexities and ethical uncertainties [14]. The respective
learner competencies have, to our knowledge, not been investigated. Thus, a substantial research gap
of high political, educational as well as academic importance exists:
Which competencies do learners bring to the quantitative evaluation and reflection of potential
real-world decision-making options on Sustainable Development issues?
After identifying potentially relevant competence components [15,16], a first attempt was made to
psychometrically model and measure a respective competence dimension. We called this preliminary
dimension evaluating and reflecting solutions quantitatively and economically (ERSQE) [5]. This preliminary
study was restricted by sample size and sample composition, and did not test if ERSQE was truly
a one-dimensional construct. Thus, there is some evidence that the research gap can be closed
using competence modelling. Much more solid evidence will be presented in this contribution that
overcomes the major shortcomings of Böhm et al. (2016) [5]. Specifically, we test the dimensionality
of ERSQE using a larger, independent and more balanced sample of secondary school students and
student teachers. Most measures of psychometric fit as well as educational considerations suggest two
independent ERSQE dimensions: quantitative modelling and perspective taking.
1.1. Sustainable Development Issues as Socioscientific Issues
Land use change, natural resource use, and climate change are typical Sustainable Development
issues. They form a particular subset of SSIs [17]. Sustainable Development issues share relevant
features of SSIs: being complex real-world issues, located at the science–society interface and often
being contentious (see Figure 1). Their contentious nature stems from uncertainty in the facts used to
argue specific issues (fragile evidence), and from uncertainty in the norms and values used to transform
facts to societal decision making and action (normative uncertainty).
A highly relevant subset of Sustainable Development issues directly relates to Sustainable
Development Goals, agreed upon internationally to guide socio-environmental development at the
global scale (SDGs) [1]. Here, normative uncertainty is often particularly challenging. In this study,
we focus on these normatively challenging Sustainable Development issues. To illustrate features
of the Sustainable Development issues, we refer to a resource use issue and the SDG life below water.
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Thereby, we use Marine Protected Areas—a policy instrument to facilitate the sustainable management
of fishery resources [18]—as a specific example throughout the following explanations.
•

•

•

•

Sustainable Development issues are factually complex. This results in factual uncertainty in
assessment and judgment [16]. When establishing a Marine Protected Area, the data are often
incomplete. That is because of uncertainty regarding fish stock sizes, ecosystem interactions of
different populations or changing biotic as well as abiotic factors. Therefore, and also as for SSIs,
scientific evidence may be fragile, requiring ongoing inquiry [8,19,20].
Sustainable Development issues are at the interface of science and multiple societal
considerations [21]. Designating a Marine Protected Area implies a broader range of societal
concerns by communicating effects from the individual level (e.g., individual opportunity costs of
local fisherman due to fishing restrictions) up to a global level, i.e., welfare gain in terms of food
production and climate regulation. To analyze causes and effects of current ecosystem exploitation
patterns, and to devise potential options require knowledge from the natural sciences (marine
biology), engineering/applied sciences (fishing and aquaculture technology) and the social and
economic sciences (resource economics [11], institutional economics, rural sociology).
Sustainable Development issues are normatively controversial. Any specific Marine Protected
Area is likely to differentially affect concerned coastal stakeholders: Traditional fishing folk
at tropical shores may favor a ban on mangrove conversion to shrimp farms but may oppose
restrictions on coastal fisheries. In contrast, stakeholders involved in shrimp aquaculture are
likely to oppose a ban on mangrove conversion and be indifferent concerning fishing restrictions.
Other examples include conflicts between tourism, biodiversity conservation and the fishing
industry. This setting results in multidimensional socioeconomic, cultural and political conflicts.
Solutions that please all stakeholders are difficult. Thus, implementing a Marine Protected Area is
often normatively controversial [18].
Sustainable Development issues are goal- and decision-oriented. The designation of a Marine
Protected Area implies several decisions about the location, the size and restrictions (cf.
Appendixes A.1 and A.2).

Some Sustainable Development issues and certain SSIs have a crucial quantitative component.
The real-world discourse on many Sustainable Development issues focuses on quantitative information,
e.g., on the cost-effectiveness of a particular intervention, regulation and policy measure. One example
is a designation of a Marine Protected Area (see Appendixes A.1 and A.2).
1.2. Socioscientific Reasoning and Decision Making for Sustainable Development
In this Section 1.2, we explain how the present research relates to the international debate
on socioscientific reasoning and previous work on decision making for Sustainable Development.
Romine and colleagues define socioscientific reasoning as ‘ . . . thinking practices that individuals use
as they make sense of, consider solutions for, and work to resolve complex SSI . . . ’ [7] (p. 276). They used
the socioscientific reasoning framework [8] to develop an instrument for quantitative assessment [7].
The framework for socioscientific reasoning covers a ‘four-pronged’ structure: (i) recognizing the
inherent complexity of SSIs, (ii) examining issues from multiple perspectives, (iii) examining potentially
biased information with a skeptical attitude, and (iv) considering that SSIs are subject to ongoing
inquiry [7] (pp. 274, 277) (Figure 1). Due to the nature of SSIs, the development of instruments to assess
learning outcomes in line with competence modelling is lagging [22]. Romine et al. published an
instrument on socioscientific reasoning for adaptive online testing with multiple choice questions [7].
However, multiple-choice testing can be an obstacle for higher-order thinking [23], is doubtful for
assessing critical-thinking skills [24] and can lead to false indication regarding the learners’ knowledge
and understanding [25].
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Figure 1. Socioscientific
Socioscientific Issues (SSIs), Sustainable Development Issues, and Socioscientific Reasoning
compared to Decision Making for Sustainable Development.
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the 1D modelling from the pilot study. Doing so, both developing a model and testing an existing
model is the purpose of the present study.
The pilot study [5] is restricted by sample size, sample composition and exclusively 1D modelling.
Thus, the present study aims at testing the dimensionality of ERSQE for secondary school students
and student teachers by an independent sample to the previous study with larger sample size and
more balanced sample composition.
As current practice in competence modelling with heterogeneous sample composition, there is a
need to check whether the test items function in the same way, e.g., for different levels of education [30].
Thus, the first set of research questions (RQ 1.1–RQ 1.3) concerns the modelling, dimensionality
and measuring of ERSQE:
RQ 1.1 In which way can ERSQE adequately be modelled and measured?
RQ 1.2 Which is/are the resulting dimension(s)?
RQ 1.3 In which way can we use the items of the resulting dimension(s) for different levels of education?
One typical validation approach in competence modelling reflects that competencies can be
learnt [31]. For example, it is a validation hint if competence increases with the level of formal
education. We showed this for the qualitative arguing dimension for decision making for Sustainable
Development [4,26]. Another typical validation approach concerns correlations with related constructs [32].
Up to now, validations with related constructs represent a research need in examining ERSQE related
dimension(s). One related construct is qualitative arguing [4] within the decision making for Sustainable
Development approach (Figure 1). Other constructs include economic literacy, mathematical competencies,
reading competencies and analytical problem solving.
Thus, the second set of research questions (RQ 2.1–2.3) serves validation purposes:
RQ 2.1 In which way does/do competence/ies according to the resulting dimension(s) increase with the
level of education?
RQ 2.2 In which way does/do the resulting dimension(s) differ from qualitative arguing?
RQ 2.3 In which way does/do the resulting dimension(s) differ from related constructs such as economic
literacy, mathematical competencies, reading competencies and analytical problem solving?
2. Method and Approach
2.1. Measurement Instrument: Composition and Administration
For operationalizing the research questions, the approach for developing the measurement
instrument published in Bögeholz et al. (2014) [16] was simplified, specified and further developed
(Figure 2). The specification includes, e.g., links to selected SDGs.
The approach reflects the quantitative-economic evaluation of real-world decision making for
Sustainable Development. We did that by (i) designing tasks, e.g., for resource use (i.e., decision for
designating a Marine Protected Area) of relevance for SDG life below water, (ii) reflecting
Sustainable Development-related norms, e.g., retinity and (iii) considering economics concepts,
mathematical modelling and decision making as well as perspective taking (Figure 2). This integrative,
interdisciplinary conceptualization is in line with the Next Generation Science Standards [33] (p. XV).
These standards integrate disciplinary core ideas with cross-cutting concepts and scientific practices.
The measurement instrument consists of three tasks which take up three SDGs, i.e., SDGs 15 life
on land, 14 life below water and 13 climate action [1]. The tasks address three Sustainable Development
issues (Figure 2): land use change, marine resource use and climate change. Each task provides a
particular set of requirements in order to cover a broad spectrum of challenges calling for integrative
quantitative evaluation by considering different perspectives.

2. Method and Approach
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For operationalizing the research questions, the approach for developing the measurement
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Regarding the land use change task, we presented a land use conflict of an Ecuadorian family.
The study participants have to take the perspective of the family and decide how to use the land in
the case of different incentives (e.g., protecting as much natural forest as possible). They also have to
reflect on the consequences of land use decisions. For each of the three presented land use options,
we gave data on the income ($) per ha, and the tons of released carbon dioxides per ha. Later, the policy
instrument Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Degradation (REDD) is introduced as a potential
solution for deforestation and degradation resulting from land use changes [16].
Regarding the marine resource use task (Appendixes A.1 and A.2), we presented a proposal of
designating a Marine Protected Area. Thereby, the impact on different stakeholders of a local town in
Great Britain has to be evaluated. We asked the participants to analyze different stakeholder interests
qualitatively (e.g., item 11, Appendixes A.1, A.2 and C.2) and quantitatively (item 10; Appendixes A.1,
A.2 and C.1). Items address an individual (items 8 and 9) and a public welfare level (items 10 and 11).
For this task, the structural resemblance to the Next Generation Science Standards [33] is the following:
the standards combine the disciplinary core idea biodiversity and humans by integrating the scientific
practice of using mathematics and computational thinking [33] (p. 114). Within the marine resource use task,
participants conduct a cost-benefit analysis addressing biodiversity aspects and impacts on different
sectors of human activity (Appendixes A.1, A.2 and C.1).
Further, the Next Generation Science Standards point out that ‘ . . . empirical evidence is required to [
. . . ] make claims about specific causes and effects . . . ’ [33] (p. 114). Within the marine resource use task,
we gave the empirical evidence through quantitative data in terms of costs and benefits resulting from
the designation of a Marine Protected Area (Appendix A.2).
Regarding the climate change task, participants work on the policy instrument European Union
Emission Trading System. The material details three options for a paper factory and a steel mill to
balance their annual carbon budgets—including quantitative cost data. The learners have to reflect on
the allocative efficiency of the three options using multi-step mathematical modelling. Further, they are
confronted with market failure: The price of EU carbon emission certificates does not reflect the full
social costs of carbon emissions. Learners are asked to evaluate what happens if the EU reduces the
supply of emission certificates.
In sum, the three tasks require different kinds of mathematical modelling, quantification in
combination with economics concepts (e.g., decision making and cost-benefit analysis to maximize
public welfare) and perspective taking. We kept the needed level of mathematical competencies low to
avoid measuring mathematical competencies. In the case of challenging concepts or policy instruments
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(e.g., ecosystem services; Appendix A.2), we used brief explanations and graphic representations to
facilitate an understanding.
Regarding perspective taking (Figure 2), we contextualized it for Sustainable Development.
The latter includes the concurrent consideration of the ecological, economic and social dimensions of
Sustainable Development, action consequences at family, local and global levels, by reflecting on basic
needs orientation and justice aspects.
The measurement instrument consists of an information booklet (Appendixes A.1 and A.2) with the
three tasks and an answering booklet. Within the answering booklet, participants work on open-ended
questions or reflect on the given solutions (Appendixes A.1 and A.2). Mostly, questions were ordered
by increasing answering difficulty within each task. The instrument took 90 min of testing time.
Positional effects were avoided at the task level by systematically varying the position of the task [34].
This results in six different booklet versions.
2.2. The Scoring of Empirical Data
Two coders analyzed the written answers to the questions using a scoring rubric for 16 polytomous
items. Thereby, five items on mathematical modelling of real-world environmental problems or
solutions, three items on reasoned decision making and eight items on perspective taking considering
norms of Sustainable Development were coded (Appendixes B.1 and B.2). The scoring rubric
differentiates according to the sophistication of the given answers (Appendixes D.1 and D.2). The latter
implies the number of mentioned valid arguments, the degree of understanding, the degree of plausible
and correct use of economics concepts, and mathematical modellings for decision making (for detailed
information, see Appendixes C.1 and C.2; for an overview, see Appendixes D.1 and D.2). Both coders
had already worked on the development of the scoring rubric in the previous study [5]. Discussions
occurred in the case of disagreement. Either one coder convinced the other with arguments or an
agreement on the final score was reached between both coders. The inter-rater reliability for the 16
items was very good (κERSQE = 0.99; SD = 0.01).
2.3. Sample
The cross-sectional study was conducted from winter 2015 to summer 2016 with 760 participants
(Table 1). Among them were 584 pupils from seven German secondary schools from a western federal
state and a new eastern federal state of Germany. In addition to that, we tested 176 student teachers
(bachelor and master programs) of six universities from four federal states of Germany. The student
teachers were specializing in at least one of the following subjects: biology, politics, geography,
economics or mathematics. Table 1 depicts the detailed sample description for modelling of ERSQE
and two validation subsamples (V-Study I, V-Study II; see Section 2.5 Correlation and Group Comparisons
in Validation Studies).
Table 1. Sample composition regarding competence modelling study (N = 760) and validation studies
with subsamples (V-Study I: n = 191; V-Study II: n = 71; n. sp. = not specified; SD = standard deviation).
Sample Composition

n

%
(of Study)

Competence Modelling

9th/10th Graders
11th/12th Graders
Student Teachers

368
216
176

48.4
28.4
23.2

171
127
117

V-Study I

9th/10th Graders
11th/12th Graders
Student Teachers

109
42
40

57.1
22.0
20.9

V-Study II

9th/10th Graders

71

100.0

Gender
Female
Male

n. sp.

Age [SD]

186
89
58

11
1

15.23 [0.80]
17.15 [0.76]
22.49 [2.77]

49
27
29

59
15
11

1
-

15.01 [0.78]
16.86 [0.65]
22.95 [1.95]

46

24

1

15.03 [0.82]

The survey was conducted in regular classes and during replacement lessons. All respondents
participated voluntarily. We rewarded student teachers by incentives (€15 each) for attendance.
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Seven hundred sixty test persons answered the questions thoughtfully. We treated any other missing
answers as unworked in order to avoid model errors [35].
2.4. Procedure in Competence Modelling
Regarding RQ 1.1, the competence modelling was conducted with the Partial Credit Model [27]
using Acer ConQuest version 4.14.2 [36]. Item parameters, model fit, reliability of the instrument and
differential item functioning were analyzed and evaluated. For item analyses, we used the weighted
(infit) mean-square fit statistics (wMNSQ) and the corresponding T-values. Item fit is considered as
good, if the wMNSQ value is between 0.8 and 1.2 [37,38] and if the corresponding T-value is between
−2.0 and 2.0 [38]. For item discrimination, we used the threshold of 0.25 according to PISA 2006 [39].
Following Wetzel and Carstensen (2014), the Partial Credit Model ‘ . . . does not assume ordered threshold
parameters and, [ . . . ] the order of the response categories is preserved even when reversed thresholds occur . . .
’ [40] (p. 773). Thus, categories were not collapsed necessarily due to reversed thresholds. However,
categories had to be collapsed due to the restricted number of responses.
To determine the resulting dimensions concerning RQ 1.2, relative model fit was analyzed using
the two information criteria: Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) [41] and Bayesian information
criterion (BIC) [42]. Further, the chi-squared difference test (χ2 -test) was applied. As for reliability
information, the expected a posteriori/plausible values reliability (EAP/PV) was analyzed. EAP/PV is
comparable to Cronbach’s alpha from classical test theory [38].
To examine if the items are appropriate for different levels of education regarding RQ 1.3,
we applied differential item functioning analyses for identifying biased items in the assessment [30].
We followed Pohl and Carstensen (2012) who defined ‘ . . . absolute differences, [ . . . ] between 0.6 and 1 [as]
noteworthy for further investigation, [ . . . ] between 0.4 and 0.6 as considerable but not sincerely, and differences
smaller than 0.4 as not considerable [differential item functioning] . . . ’ [43] (p. 12). We compared the
groups regarding the educational levels (9th/10th graders versus 11th/12th graders, as well as all school
students versus student teachers).
2.5. Correlation and Group Comparisons in Validation Studies
Concerning the open question of a competence increase with levels of education posed in RQ
2.1, we conducted a one-way ANOVA using IBM’s SPSS (version 26). Doing so, we assessed the
effects of level of education on the average person-abilities (weighted likelihood estimate, WLE) [44].
WLEs were z-standardized, and we used the value of ±3.29 to cut off the top and bottom 0.1% of the
distribution. We applied three categories of educational levels: 9th/10th graders, 11th/12th graders and
student teachers.
For validation purposes of the resulting dimension(s) out of ERSQE modelling, already established
test instruments of related constructs or excerpts of these instruments were administered to a subsample
of the participants in a first validation study (n = 191; Table 1). In this validation study with only one
subsample, we deleted item 12 from modelling due to low discrimination.
For answering RQ 2.2 that focuses on validating the resulting dimension(s) from ERSQE
modelling with qualitative arguing, we used the established instrument of our working group on
qualitative arguing [4]. 1D modelling of qualitative arguing (n = 191) resulted in 13 (eight polytomous,
five dichotomous) out of 14 items (ten polytomous, four dichotomous). For the instrument of qualitative
arguing, we applied reasonable, less restricted thresholds for the wMNSQ of 0.7 to 1.3 [37] to keep a
better representation of the construct measured. Here, we investigate how the dimension(s) resulting
from our modelling differ from qualitative arguing within the competence model of decision making for
Sustainable Development.
RQ 2.3 aims at validating the resulting dimension(s) from modelling with related constructs such
as economic literacy, mathematical competencies, reading competencies and analytical problem solving.
We applied a 12-item excerpt of the German adaptation (Wirtschaftskundlicher Bildungs-Test) [45]
of the test of economic literacy [46] and an excerpt of a German mathematics test for the ninth grade
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(DEMAT 9) [47]. The mathematics test reviews ERSQE-relevant competencies in linear equations as
well as data-based graphs and tables. The excerpts of the test of economic literacy and mathematics
competencies were also Rasch modelled in order to analyze latent correlations by multidimensional
modelling with resulting dimension(s) from ERSQE modelling. The 1D modelling resulted in 11
of 12 items for the test of economic literacy and 14 out of 16 for the mathematics test; we deleted
items with low discrimination. In order to control for divergent validity of the from assessment
resulting ERSQE dimension(s) against reading competencies, we assessed for reading speed and
reading comprehension as well (LGVT 6-12) [48]. We administered the four above mentioned
validation instruments (or excerpts)—including mathematical competencies, qualitative arguing, test of
economic literacy and reading competencies—after the three decision-making tasks on land use change,
marine resource use and climate change. These supplementary assessments took 90 min.
In a second validation study (n = 71; Table 1) six selected PISA items [49], measuring analytical
problem solving, were administered after the three decision-making tasks. We only investigated
9th/10th graders as they are in the PISA age. Assessing analytical problem solving took 30 min.
For all validation instruments used, measuring qualitative arguing, economic literacy,
mathematics competencies and analytical problem solving, the inter-rater reliability was very good
(κqualitative arguing = 0.97, SD = 0.02; κeconomic literacy = 1, SD = 0.00; κmathematics competencies = 0.99,
SD = 0.00; κanalytical problem solving = 0.99, SD = 0.04).
3. Results
3.1. First Set of Research Questions—Dimensionality, Measurement, and Differential Item Functioning
In Sections 3.1.1–3.1.3, we address the first set of research questions. We respond to RQ 1.1
(adequate modelling and measuring) in Section 3.1.1, to RQ 1.2 (resulting dimensions from modelling)
in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, and to RQ 1.3 (appropriateness of items for different levels of education) in
Section 3.1.3.
3.1.1. Modelling and Dimensionality
After some refinements, such as removing two items compared to the preliminary study [5],
psychometric modelling resulted in 16 polytomous items (N = 760; Appendixes B.1 and B.2).
The analysis of the fit parameters indicates that all items fit the requirements made explicit in Section 2.4
Procedure in Competence Modelling. ERSQE again, can be satisfactorily modelled one-dimensionally
(1D; EAP/PV reliability: 0.73, item separation reliability: 0.99, variance: 0.33). In addition to
that, two-dimensional (2D) modelling gives further hints: comparing a 1D and 2D modelling,
the wMNSQ values of the 16 items are slightly better for the 2D model (closer to 1; data not shown).
Regarding dimensionality, the final deviance, as well as the AIC and BIC, indicates a better fit of the
2D model compared to the 1D model (Table 2). The χ2 -test confirmed the better fit of the 2D model
(p < 0.001).
Table 2. Fit statistics for the one- and two-dimensional models (1D, 2D) regarding Evaluating and
Reflecting Solutions Quantitatively and Economically (N = 760; ***: p < 0.001).
Models
1D
2D

Parameters Deviance
40
42

20515
20367

AIC

BIC

∆Deviance (df )

20595
20451

20781
20646

148 *** (2)

Items regarding mathematical modelling of real-world environmental problem solutions and
reasoned decision making form one dimension evaluating and reflecting solutions—quantitative modelling
(in short, quantitative modelling; eight items; Appendixes B.1 and D.1). Items regarding perspective taking
considering the norms of Sustainable Development (in short, perspective taking; eight items; Appendixes B.2
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and D.2) form the second dimension. The latent correlation between quantitative modelling and
perspective taking in 2D modelling is 0.69 (N = 760).
3.1.2. Quantitative Modelling and Perspective Taking: Test Quality and Wright Map
The two dimensions, i.e., quantitative modelling and perspective taking, exhibit satisfactory values for
the different characteristics of test quality (Table 3). For quantitative modelling, EAP/PV reliability and
the variance are noticeable exceptions. For both dimensions, item reliability is very good. The average
person-abilities are similar because we ‘ . . . set the mean of the latent ability distribution to zero’ [36] (p. 24).
The average item-difficulty lies higher for quantitative modelling, whereby the standard deviation for
perspective taking is twice as much as for quantitative modelling. All items are within the acceptable
boundaries regarding the item fit and discrimination.
Table 3. Test quality characteristics of the two dimensions Quantitative Modelling (eight items) and
Perspective Taking (eight items) (N = 760; SE = standard error; wMNSQ = weighted (infit) mean-square).

Variance (SE)
EAP/PV Reliability
Item Reliability
Average Person-Ability (SE)
Average Item-Difficulty (SE)
Item-Difficulty from min. to max. value
Item Fit wMNSQ from min. to max. value
Discrimination from min. to max. value

Quantitative Modelling

Perspective Taking

0.26 (0.03)
0.53
0.97
0.00 (0.03)
0.35 (0.13)
−0.17 to 0.68
0.96 to 1.06
0.37 to 0.64

0.71 (0.07)
0.70
0.99
0.00 (0.04)
0.08 (0.26)
−1.00 to 1.33
0.93 to 1.17
0.48 to 0.66

The Wright map for quantitative modelling (Figure 3) shows a good fit between the item-difficulty
and the person-abilities within a range of −1 to 1 logits. It is the same for the perspective taking Wright
map between −1.5 to 1.5 logits. For both dimensions, only a few item steps deliver similar information,
e.g., 10.1 and 2.1 for quantitative modelling as well as 11.1 and 3.1 for perspective taking (Figure 3) [37].
The content structure of quantitative modelling, as well as the ordering of the item steps,
is exemplarily described for two items. First, we explain item 10 on resource use and designating a
Marine Protected Area. It requires multi-step mathematical modelling (Appendix C.1). Item step 10.1
represents the step from Score 0 to Score 1. For Score 1, a person had to apply the economics concepts
of public welfare as well as cost/benefit correctly (at least implicitly). The corresponding multi-step
mathematical modelling is incompletely documented, but the right result presented. To achieve Score
2, in addition to Score 1, the mathematical results had to be transferred back to the given Sustainable
Development issue (e.g., a recommendation for designating the Marine Protected Area). For Score 3,
in addition to Score 2, the mathematical modelling has to be correct and completely documented. Also,
the economics concepts have to be correctly applied (at least implicitly).
Second, item 1 on land use change requires one-step mathematical modelling (Appendix D.1).
It displays nearly the same structure as item 10. Here, the economics concept profit maximization and the
one-step mathematical modelling with very manageable data given are easier. Consequently, the item
steps for this item are all below those of item 10 (Figure 3). In average the whole item 1 is easier than
the item 10 (see item-difficulties in Appendix B.1: −0.17 and 0.60).
Regarding quantitative modelling, not all areas of the Wright map are equally well-covered.
Partly difficult item steps and low-difficulty item steps that are performed with a 50% probability
are lacking (needed for equal distribution between 1 and 2 logits and −2 and −1 logits). Three item
steps are located at the very upper end (5.2, 13.2 and 16.2) and one item step at the very lower end
(5.1). The land use item 5 focuses on an environmental economics instrument for preserving the
rainforest and involves the economics concept of financial incentives. The items 13 and 16 on the climate
change issue address the principle function of the EU Emission Trading System. In addition, item 13
integrates the economics concepts cost-efficiency and market failure, whereas item 16 integrates the

Average Person-Ability (SE)
Average Item-Difficulty (SE)
Item-Difficulty from min. to max. value
Item Fit wMNSQ from min. to max. value
Discrimination from min. to max. value
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The Wright map for quantitative modelling (Figure 3) shows a good fit between the item-difficulty
and the person-abilities within a range of −1 to 1 logits. It is the same for the perspective taking Wright
concepts supply/demand and externalities (Appendix B.1). For achieving full credit in the items 5, 13 and
map between −1.5 to 1.5 logits. For both dimensions, only a few item steps deliver similar information,
16, the
test persons need to process demanding information.
e.g., 10.1 and 2.1 for quantitative modelling as well as 11.1 and 3.1 for perspective taking (Figure 3) [37].
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steps of trichotomous items, e.g., item 5 with item steps 5.1 and 5.2 and quadrotomous items, e.g.,
steps of trichotomous items, e.g., item 5 with item steps 5.1 and 5.2 and quadrotomous items, e.g.,
item 14 with item steps 14.1, 14.2 and 14.3). The three thresholds of items 1 and 10 from Quantitative
item 14 with item steps 14.1, 14.2 and 14.3). The three thresholds of items 1 and 10 from Quantitative
Modelling and the two thresholds of items 8 and 9 as well as the three thresholds of item 11 from
Modelling and the two thresholds of items 8 and 9 as well as the three thresholds of item 11 from
Perspective Taking are marked. The item markings help to locate the thresholds on the logit scales that
are discussed in the text.

In summary, the Wright map for quantitative modelling seems to differentiate the complexity of (i)
the economics concept(s) at hand (difficulty-generating appears the number of economics concepts),
(ii) the required mathematical modelling steps and (iii) the environmental policy instrument, which has
to be reasoned. Thereby, economic and mathematical aspects must be understood separately as well as
interconnected. The latter seems to be the most challenging facet of quantitative modelling (cf. Score 3
for item 10 in Appendix C.1 or Appendixes B.1 and D.1).
Concerning perspective taking, we describe the content structure, as well as the ordering of the
item steps, regarding marine resource use item 11. The item contains reasoning of the environmental
policy instrument designation of a Marine Protected Area. To achieve Score 1, the test person had to
take two Sustainable Development-specific perspectives out of three (ecological, economic and social).
For the two perspectives, the point of view had to be substantiated by one valid argument for each
perspective (Appendix C.2). To reach Score 2, one had to take all three Sustainable Development-specific
perspectives with one valid argument for each perspective. For gaining Score 3, in addition to Score 2,
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more than one valid argument for at least two perspectives is required. Item steps for items with two
perspectives (item 9) and item steps for items with one specific stakeholder perspective (item 8) can be
found in lower areas of the logit scale for perspective taking than items which require more perspectives
(e.g., item 11; Figure 3).
Perspective taking includes the cognitive processes of positioning, arguing and reasoning/reflecting.
Positioning refers to tasks in which the learners have to take predefined perspectives that are very
close to real-life (items 8 and 9, Appendix A.1). Arguing includes applying arguments for and against
an environmental policy instrument (REDD for item 7, Appendix D.2). Reasoning/reflecting includes
understanding the principle functioning of an environmental policy instrument in combination with
Sustainable Development-relevant norms (see item 11 above, Appendixes C.2 and D.2). Items regarding
positioning (items 8, 9 and 6) are easier compared to items regarding arguing (item 7) and especially
compared to items regarding reflecting/reasoning (items 3, 11, 14, and 4; see item-difficulties in
Appendix B.2).
Regarding perspective taking, there are no considerable gaps between the placed item steps in the
Wright Map (Figure 3). Nevertheless, two item steps are located at the upper end of the scale (see 4.2,
14.3; Figure 3). Climate change item 14 focuses on a proposal regarding a more effective functioning of
the EU Emission Trading System. One can answer this item correctly by understanding the economics
concept of allocative efficiency. Land use change item 4 focuses on the trade-off between a good living
and its resulting negative externalities.
In summary, item-difficulties depend on the number and type of sustainability-relevant
perspectives. Besides, it includes an increase in elaboration regarding the required cognitive processes
of positioning, arguing and reasoning/reflecting (Appendix B.2).
3.1.3. Differential Item Functioning
According to Pohl and Carstensen (2012) [43], no proper differential item functioning occurred
between lower and upper secondary school students and between all secondary school students and
student teachers for quantitative modelling and perspective taking.
A comparison of the 9th/10th graders with 11th/12th graders revealed only one considerable
differential item functioning for quantitative modelling in favor of the 11th/12th graders (item 10,
∆δ 0.40) [43]. Not one of the items for perspective taking had considerable differential item functioning
(max. ∆δ 0.37). The 9th/10th graders scored 0.23 (SE = 0.03) logits lower than 11th/12th graders in all
items of quantitative modelling and 0.43 (SE = 0.03) logits lower in all items of perspective taking.
Comparing the secondary school students (9th/10th and 11th/12th graders) with the student
teachers, each dimension displays one considerable differential item functioning: quantitative modelling
item 12 (∆δ 0.45) favors the secondary school students, and perspective taking item 9 (∆δ 0.45) favors
the student teachers. All in all, secondary students scored 0.46 (SE = 0.03) logits lower than student
teachers for quantitative modelling and 0.78 (SE = 0.03) logits lower for perspective taking.
3.2. Second Set of Research Questions—Validation
In Sections 3.2.1–3.2.3, we address the second set of research questions. We respond to RQ 2.1
(increase in competencies with level of education) in Section 3.2.1, to RQ 2.2 (distinction of quantitative
modelling and perspective taking from qualitative arguing) in Section 3.2.2, and to RQ 2.3 (differentiation
of quantitative modelling and perspective taking from related constructs) in Section 3.2.3.
3.2.1. Competence Increase in Quantitative Modelling and Perspective Taking with Level of Education
Data were normally distributed for the two groups 11th/12th graders and student teachers for
perspective taking (Shapiro–Wilk test, p > 0.05), but not for 9th/10th graders for perspective taking and
all groups regarding quantitative modelling (Shapiro–Wilk test, p < 0.05). Visual inspection of the
histograms revealed no extreme outliers for both dimensions. Levene tests showed that homogeneity
of variances could be assumed (p-values > 0.05). The average WLE person-abilities differed for the
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three educational levels regarding quantitative modelling with medium effect size (F(2, 748) = 46.07,
p < 0.01, η2 = 0.11) and for perspective taking with great effect size (F(2, 750) = 101.86, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.21).
Figure 4 shows the frequency of the person-abilities regarding the three educational levels for both
dimensions in detail. Dashed vertical lines mark the average person-abilities for the three educational
levels. Arrows indicate the level of education at hand. Average person-abilities increased with level of
education for both dimensions (Figure 4). The increase in competencies is visibly more significant for
perspective
taking than for quantitative modelling.
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3.2.2. Quantitative Modelling and Perspective Taking with Qualitative Arguing
To find out whether quantitative modelling and perspective taking differ from qualitative arguing,
2D models for quantitative modelling and qualitative arguing as well as for perspective taking and
qualitative arguing were each compared to correspondent 1D models (Table 4). 1D modelling included
seven out of eight quantitative modelling items and all eight perspective taking items. The final deviance,
as well as the AIC and BIC information criteria, support both 2D model solutions (Table 4).
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2D models for quantitative modelling and qualitative arguing as well as for perspective taking and
qualitative arguing were each compared to correspondent 1D models (Table 4). 1D modelling included
seven out of eight quantitative modelling items and all eight perspective taking items. The final
deviance, as well as the AIC and BIC information criteria, support both 2D model solutions (Table 4).
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Table 6. Latent correlations from four-dimensional modelling of Perspective Taking with constructs of
validation study I (n = 191).
Perspective Taking

Qualitative Arguing

Economic Literacy

0.66
0.72
0.32

0.43
0.41

0.51

Qualitative Arguing
Economic Literacy
Mathematical Competencies

Quantitative modelling correlates in 4D modelling (Table 5) highest (0.81) with economic literacy,
followed by mathematical competencies (0.60). The latent correlation with qualitative arguing is the
lowest (0.47; cf. 0.46 in 2D modelling, see above, and 0.47 in 3D modelling, see Figure 5 above). Further,
quantitative modelling displays higher latent correlations with economic literacy and with mathematical
competencies than qualitative arguing (Table 5).
Regarding perspective taking (Table 6), the latent correlation again is the highest with economic
literacy (0.72), followed by qualitative arguing (0.66). Mathematical competencies are weakest related to
perspective taking (0.32). Comparing the latent correlations of perspective taking and qualitative arguing
with economic literacy, it is roughly 0.30 higher for perspective taking. For mathematical competencies,
it is approximately 0.10 lower for perspective taking than for qualitative arguing.
Very low differences (0.01 deviation) of latent correlations between related constructs (displayed in
the second and third column in Tables 5 and 6) result from rounding errors and from the two different
underlying 4D models. The 191 test persons are identical in both 4D models.
Quantitative modelling and perspective taking differently correlate with performance in different
school subjects (measured via grades; see Table 7). Correlations with intermediate effect sizes
(0.30–0.50) are given for quantitative modelling in politics/economics for lower secondary students as well
as for upper secondary students in mathematics and biology. For perspective taking, there are only low
correlations—except one moderate correlation with the grade in German for lower secondary education.
Table 7. Correlations between average person-ability (WLE) and grades from relevant subjects
(Spearman’s Rho; *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05).
Quantitative Modelling
Educational Levels
Subjects
Mathematics
Politics/Economics
Biology
Geography
German

9th/10th

Perspective Taking

11th/12th

9th/10th

11th/12th

r

N

r

n

r

n

r

n

0.23 ***
0.34 ***
0.24 ***
0.25 ***
0.20 ***

361
348
356
347
361

0.31 ***
0.25 **
0.34 ***
0.23 **
0.14 *

209
173
197
146
209

0.11 *
0.28 ***
0.29 ***
0.25 ***
0.30 ***

361
347
354
347
361

0.19 **
0.28 ***
0.25 ***
0.24 **
0.23 **

212
176
200
147
212

Correlation analyses relating WLE person-abilities in quantitative modelling and perspective taking
to analytical problem solving revealed no significant correlations (Spearman’s Rho).
Concerning partial correlation (controlled for age) of quantitative modelling and perspective taking
with reading speed and reading comprehension, only perspective taking correlates significantly with
reading comprehension (r = 0.16, p < 0.05).
4. Discussion
4.1. First Set of Research Questions—Dimensionality, Measurement, and Differential Item Functioning
In Sections 4.1.1–4.1.4, we discuss results concerning the first set of research questions. We address
results regarding RQ 1.1 (2D modelling and measuring of ERSQE) and regarding RQ 1.2 (resulting
dimensions: quantitative modelling and perspective taking) in Sections 4.1.1–4.1.3. We argue results
regarding RQ 1.3 (appropriateness of items for different educational levels) in Section 4.1.4.
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4.1.1. Dimensionality
ERSQE can be modelled one-dimensionally with the Partial Credit Model, de novo. However,
a 2D model better fits the empirical data. The two dimensions are: evaluating and reflecting
solutions—quantitative modelling (in short, quantitative modelling), and perspective taking contextualized for
Sustainable Development (in short, perspective taking).
4.1.2. Quantitative Modelling
The 1D model of quantitative modelling shows satisfactory statistics regarding item reliability, item
fit and discrimination. The EAP/PV reliability is restricted but still meets the critical value of 0.50
(specified for Cronbach’s alpha, see [7,50]). Nonetheless, this coincides with a limited number of eight
polytomous items [51]. Thus, selection or deletion of items was not an option for optimization. Further,
workable test lengths are necessary for designing sophisticated competence tests, which can make
achieving high reliability difficult [52].
Further, low reliability can occur with significant content coverage of the construct to be
measured [51]. Quantitative modelling covers a broad spectrum of contents that can contribute
to restricted reliability and low variance. Nevertheless, the measure provides trustworthy information
because it resulted from a systematic, iterative and gradual development [5,16] according to Wilson
(2005) [53].
The low variance originates from the distribution of the person-abilities (between ca. −1.5 and
ca. 1.2; Figure 3). Some item steps have higher difficulty (located at approximately 2 logits) and one
item less difficulty (located at ca. −2 logits). Achieving full credit for the items 5, 13 and 16 is very
difficult. This phenomenon is explainable by the requirements for solving interdisciplinary Sustainable
Development tasks. The necessary integrated application of knowledge from different disciplines
seems to be challenging. Further, an unfamiliarity with and a reluctance to perform quantitative
environmental-economic analysis of environmental problems could contribute to the item-difficulty [5].
The economic setting provides somewhat unfamiliar contexts [54] for the participants.
Furthermore, the economics concepts required for many real-world Sustainable Development issues
may not be connected with the underlying rational behind them [55]. The latter can result in a lack of a
well-developed schema within the learner’s mind [56]. Hence, we think that the economics concepts
constitute some kind of a content knowledge threshold. Thereby, the economics concepts prevent
the learners from reaching a sophisticated level of socioscientific reasoning [57]. Additionally, it may
be that the unfamiliarity and the knowledge thresholds, mutually reinforce each other. For instance,
deficient decision making can result from a misunderstanding of basic science [54].
Findings from mathematics education can also contribute to explaining the difficulty-generating
factors regarding quantitative modelling. There is empirical evidence that pupils have difficulties
in applying a familiar formula in unfamiliar contexts [58]. Further, the interpretation of graphs
in real-world situations is more difficult compared to spare contexts [59]. These findings may be
transferred partly to economics, too. The result that the latent correlation between quantitative modelling
and mathematical competencies is lower compared to the correlation between quantitative modelling
and economic literacy is plausible: The solution for the Sustainable Development tasks require only a
low level of mathematical competencies.
4.1.3. Perspective Taking
Perspective taking can be modelled one-dimensionally in a suitable manner. It generally exhibits
satisfactory statistics regarding item reliability, item fit and discrimination as well as variance and
EAP/PV reliability.
Being able to take different perspectives is of high relevance for Education for Sustainable
Development: It can promote the engagement of learners with ‘psychologically distant issues’ and
contribute to ‘motivate sustainable behaviour change’ [60] (p. 155). Perspective taking is in line
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with the dimension applying multiple perspectives of the socioscientific reasoning approach [8]
and with research related to evaluating medical ethics issues [61]. The latter results from a
qualitative study in which perspective taking is considered as an independent dimension. The research
presented here psychometrically underpins the importance of perspective taking within Education for
Sustainable Development.
The curricular relevance of perspective taking as a competence dimension is underlined in the
most recent German national educational standards for biology [62], resolution of the conference of
ministers of education and cultural affairs from 18 June 2020. For example, the standards demand that
upper secondary school students be able to (i) look at issues from multiple perspectives, (ii) reflect
short- and long-term consequences of their own and of societal decisions, (iii) reflect decision-making
processes from personal, societal and ethical perspectives, and (vi) assess and evaluate the effects of
biology applications in terms of Sustainable Development from ecological, economic, political and
social perspectives [62] (pp. 17, 18). The most recent German national educational standards for
chemistry and physics from 2020 introduce similar provisions on perspective taking [63,64]. Likewise,
the national German guidelines on global development education [65] describe perspective taking as a
central competence.
In sum, we improve the competence model on decision making for Sustainable Development
by identifying two distinct dimensions: quantitative modelling and perspective taking. The latter is an
innovative contribution of this paper.
4.1.4. Differential Item Functioning
Quantitative modelling and perspective taking can be measured among different groups of secondary
school students and student teachers. Considering all analyses conducted, only items 9, 10 and 12
partly exhibited considerable differential item functioning. In perspective taking item 9, we ask learners
to take two potential conflicting perspectives of a specific stakeholder (Appendixes B.2 and D.2).
The fact that the item is easier for the student teachers is consistent with the increase in perspective
taking competence in adolescence [66]. Regarding item 10 of quantitative modelling, the participants had
to conduct a cost-benefit analysis. The curricula address corresponding knowledge in grade 10 [67,68].
Therefore, it is plausible that item 10 was easier for 11th/12th graders than for the 9th/10th graders.
Quantitative modelling item 12 requires identifying an error in mathematical modelling. The task was
easier for the school students than for the student teachers. We explain this by the kind of task with
which school students are more familiar with than the student teachers without mathematics as a
teaching subject.
In sum, items with differential item functioning are limited, and thereby, differential item
functioning is not ‘sincerely considerable’ [43] (p. 12), but plausibly explainable.
4.2. Second Set of Research Questions—Validation Studies
In Sections 4.2.1–4.2.3, we discuss results concerning the second set of research questions. First,
we address results regarding RQ 2.1 (competence increase in quantitative modelling and in perspective
taking with level of education) in Section 4.2.1. Second, we focus results regarding RQ 2.2 (distinction
from quantitative modelling and perspective taking from qualitative arguing) in Section 4.1.2. Third,
we argue results regarding RQ 2.3 (differentiation from related constructs) in Section 4.2.3.
4.2.1. Competence Increase in Quantitative Modelling and Perspective Taking with Level of Education
The findings that average person-abilities regarding quantitative modelling and perspective taking
increase with level of education (Figure 4) is consistent with the character of competencies, which can
be learnt [31]. The phenomenon of developing perspective taking during adolescence was determined ‘
. . . as a result of cognitive development . . . ’ [66] (p. 881). We explain the more substantial increase in
perspective taking than of quantitative modelling (Figure 4) via the following: In nearly every school
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subject perspective taking is fostered at some point of time or even continuously. Relevant components
of quantitative modelling are prone to fewer subjects and opportunities to practice.
4.2.2. Quantitative Modelling and Perspective Taking: Two distinct Dimensions to
Qualitative Arguing
Figure 5 depicts three competence dimensions of the competence model on decision making for
Sustainable Development. We explicitly contextualize each dimension for Sustainable Development.
Latent correlations of 3D modelling show that quantitative modelling and perspective taking are relatively
distinct from qualitative arguing (0.47 and 0.66). For comparison, PISA reports higher latent correlations
within a range of r = 0.77 and 0.89 between reading competencies, mathematical competencies,
and scientific as well as cross-disciplinary problem solving [49].
As expected, the latent correlations between quantitative modelling and qualitative arguing are lower
(0.47 in 3D modelling in Figure 5 and in 4D modelling Table 5) than for both with perspective taking
(quantitative modelling: 0.70 in Figure 5; qualitative arguing: 0.66 in 3D modelling in Figure 5 and 4D
modelling in Table 6). The given correlations appear plausible against the background, that general
cognitive abilities cannot be separated entirely from context-specific competencies [31].
In the following the resulting latent correlations of the 3D modelling of the investigated three
competence dimensions of the competence model on decision making for Sustainable Development
(Figure 5) are explained. The latent correlation between quantitative modelling and qualitative arguing is
plausible because both share the same rational when it comes to reflecting on the advantages (benefits)
and disadvantages (costs) of a particular option. Fundamental for both dimensions is the question
whether the advantages of the option outweigh its drawbacks. Within quantitative modelling, learners
work on this question quantitatively in the form of cost-benefit analysis. In contrast, within qualitative
arguing, learners engage qualitatively by the weighing of pro- and contra arguments. For quantitative
modelling, the best option in solving the task can be identified (if enough data are available), whereas,
for qualitative arguing, the result is more depending on values. At the same time, qualitative arguing
focuses more on the arguments and the quality of argumentation within the process of decision making
instead of the resulting decision itself.
The latent correlation between qualitative arguing and perspective taking can partly be explained
by structural similarity. For example, the qualitative weighing of the advantages and disadvantages
of different options (qualitative arguing) is similar to considering different positions, arguments and
consequences of Sustainable Development-relevant perspective taking.
Two reasons can explain the highest correlation between quantitative modelling and perspective
taking. Firstly, in both dimensions, the economic points of view have to be considered. Secondly,
we measured both dimensions in a combined measurement of quantitative modelling and perspective
taking within the three Sustainable Development tasks of the questionnaire addressing land use change,
marine resource use and climate change.
4.2.3. Quantitative Modelling, Perspective Taking and further Related Constructs
The finding that the latent correlations between quantitative modelling and related constructs
resulting from 4D modelling (Table 5) are highest between quantitative modelling and economic literacy,
followed by mathematical competencies, is plausible. Quantitative modelling in our questionnaire tasks
requires applying economics concepts, mathematical modelling and formalization (Appendixes B.1
and D.1). Even for perspective taking, the latent correlations are highest for economic literacy (Table 6),
followed by qualitative arguing. The economic contextualization of both dimensions can explain the
highest correlation of economic literacy with quantitative modelling and perspective taking. The more
moderate (weaker) correlations of quantitative modelling (and perspective taking) with mathematical
competencies can be explained by the low level of (and the not requested) mathematical competencies
required to solve the questionnaire tasks.
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The correlation patterns regarding quantitative modelling and perspective taking with grades from
relevant subjects are in line with the contents of school curricula. We discuss the correlations of
minimum intermediate effect sizes (Table 7) in the following. The 9th/10th graders quantitative modelling
competence correlates with the subject politics/economics. Quantitative modelling requires relevant
economics content knowledge regarding the corresponding curriculum. For example, in grade 10 topics
such as the strained relationship between economy and ecology as well as the economics concepts
such as efficiency (weighing costs and benefits), market failure or supply and demand are addressed in the
school curricula of the two German states [67,68].
Concerning the 11th/12th graders, correlations of intermediate effect size from quantitative modelling
can be found with the subject mathematics and the subject Again, these correlations can arise because
general cognitive abilities cannot be separated entirely from context-specific competencies [31].
Regarding perspective taking competence, the only correlation of intermediate effect size occurs for
the correlation with the grade in German for 9th/10th graders. The moderate correlation is plausible
regarding the curricula for the German language, requiring argumentation [69,70].
Regarding correlations between quantitative modelling and perspective taking with analytical problem
solving, no mentionable correlations occurred. The lack of mentionable correlations can be explained
by the contextualization for Sustainable Development, and the specific problem situations addressed
as well as the missing structural similarity of the tasks.
The missing correlation between quantitative modelling and analytical problem solving underpins
the independency of an integrative quantitative evaluation from general problem solving. The complex
and abstract context in which a problem is embedded affects learner strategies [71,72]. In addition to
that, these strategies cannot be considered as identical across domains [73].
Regarding the control check, only perspective taking (not quantitative modelling) correlates with
small effect size with reading comprehension. Thus, the impact is restricted.
4.3. Limitations
The measurement of quantitative modelling and perspective taking is also prone to some barriers. Kahn
and Zeidler (2016) specify ‘ . . . resistances to anomalous data in order to protect prior beliefs . . . ’ [74] (p. 264).
Such resistance especially applies in emotionally charged contexts. Resistance to anomalous data, in terms
of points of view or arguments contrary to the students’ core beliefs [72,74], is likely within quantitative
modelling and perspective taking, because Sustainable Development raises questions of justice or injustice,
which can lead to emotions. Second, examining environmental problems through an economic lens was
somewhat unfamiliar to most of our respondents or caused reluctance and eventually even aversions.
Aversions were already reported within the context of economic life in Germany [75]. This phenomenon
also occurred in our empirical data. For example, the participants of our study had to take a specific
stakeholder perspective with strong economic interests. A corresponding student response was: ‘I will not
take this position’ (17 years old female student). Therefore, the lacking willingness could prevent students
from analyzing the land use, marine resource use or climate change issues quantitatively and economically.
This is also plausible regarding the 2014 published overview of corresponding phenomena
regarding decision making in SSIs of Jho et al. [72]. SSIs that are possibly contradictory to learner
beliefs, interests or values could lead learners to pay more attention to their own value judgments [72]
(p. 1146). Further, the authors gave evidence in the same publication for possible influencing factors
on decision making, especially regarding complex SSIs. Decision making in SSIs requires multiple
types of knowledge and further considerations. They argue that this could lead to neglect scientific
knowledge compared to other factors such as personal experiences and values as well as trust in
scientific information (for details, see [72]).
Another limitation concerns the sample composition. It includes (i) a positive selection bias for
the subsample of student teachers due to financial incentives, (ii) not all subsamples were equally
sized, e.g., due to 12th graders who were in their final exams, and (iii) there are more female student
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teachers than male student teachers; this is in line with the situation in the teacher study programs in
Germany, though.
5. Conclusions
This research on competence modelling deepens the insights on the structure of the competence
model on decision making for Sustainable Development. Further, we provide instruments to realiably
and validly measure quantitative modelling and perspective taking if contextualized for Sustainable
Development. Thus, the work presented contributes to the desiderata of standardized assessments [76]
that are in line with competence modelling [22]. Concerning perspective taking, a conceptually important
and curricula-relevant competence dimension of Education for Sustainable Development could be
empirically modelled. The results are promising for future educational work as perspective taking is
considered as vital for promoting engagement in SSIs [8,77–79].
The developed instrument can analyze starting points for teaching and learning. The instrument
provides information on learning outcomes, specifically, for land use issues, resource use issues
and climate change issues. Thus, crucial issues of Sustainable Development and several SDGs are
addressed. Furthermore, our modelled competence dimensions are contextualized for actual political
decision making.
Thus, educational efforts in teaching and assessing competencies should explicitly focus on
learning environments that fulfill the interdisciplinary requirements to cope with real-world tasks such
as designating Marine Protected Areas (Appendixes A.1 and A.2). The latter includes dealing with
factual complexity and uncertainty as well as with normatively controversial issues characterized by
normative uncertainty. Doing so, using available scientific knowledge and data is essential. Thereby,
ecological, economic, political and social facets need to be considered in analyzing causes and effects of
land use issues, resource use issues and climate change issues in devising potential solutions.
The present work enriches Education for Sustainable Development for the SDGs life on land,
life below water and climate action [1,80]. The innovations provided with this study are the modelling
and measuring of quantitative modelling and perspective taking for coping with the complex real-world
tasks of Sustainable Development. All of these tasks include the systematic integration of economic,
social and environmental aspects in decision making. This study improves existing competence models.
Alongside a small set of similar studies, this paper demonstrates that these tasks can successfully be
addressed by empirical educational research. Such research is the main step toward evidence-based
teaching in Education for Sustainable Development.
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Appendix A
Appendix A.1. Information Booklet for the Resource Use Issue—Marine Resource Use Task—Part I
Oceans and shores are important for human nutrition as well as leisure and recreation. Oceans play
a significant role regarding climate regulation as they absorb and store CO2 . Further, in economic
terms, oceans are of great importance for human well-being. All in all, the state of the oceans affects
human well-being.

Oceans and shores are important for human nutrition as well as leisure and recreation. Oceans
play a significant role regarding climate regulation as they absorb and store CO2. Further, in economic
terms, oceans are of great importance for human well-being. All in all, the state of the oceans affects
human well-being.
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Information I for the designation of a Marine Protected Area in Great Britain
The British government plans to designate a Marine Protected Area. Communications were sent
Information I for the designation of a Marine Protected Area in Great Britain
to all parties and communities concerned in order to inform citizens and economic sectors about three
proposals for the designation of a Marine Protected Area (Tables A1–A3).
The British government plans to designate a Marine Protected Area. Communications were sent
to all parties and communities
concerned
to informofcitizens
economic
Table A1. Three
proposalsin
fororder
the designation
a Marineand
Protected
Area.sectors about three
proposals for the designation of a Marine Protected Area (Tables A1–A3).
Marine Protected
Marine Protected
Marine Protected
Features
Area 1
Area 2
Area 3
Table A1. Three proposals for the designation of a Marine Protected Area.
Area [ha]
125,700
156,000
147,300
Marine Protected
Marine Protected
Features
Marine Protected Area 1
Percentage of Endangered
Area
Area 3
20
602
60
and Habitats [%]
AreaSpecies
[ha]
125,700
156,000
147,300
Percentage
of Endangered
Species
and Habitats [%] 20
60Fish breeding grounds
60
Special
Features
of the
Does
not include
None
FeaturesProtected
of the Marine Protected
None
Special
Fish
breeding
and fish nursery coastal
Does not include
coastal regions
Marine
Area Area
and
fishgrounds
nursery
regions

Excerpt of the corresponding Answering Booklet:
Question 1: Imagine you are Graig Hering. Justify your point of view regarding the
designation of a Marine Protected Area close to your town! [ Item 8]
Question 2: Imagine you are Jeanette Bristlecomp. Justify your point of view regarding the
designation of a Marine Protected Area close to your town! [ Item 9]

Appendix A.2. Information Booklet for the Resource Use Issue—Marine Resource Use Task—Part II
Despite the intensive use, oceans and their natural resources are poorly protected. This results in
the overfishing of many fish stocks.
Information II for the designation of a Marine Protected Area in Great Britain
Due to the designation of a Marine Protected Area, no interventions may take place in the protected
area. As a result, some individual economic sectors will suffer losses (costs, Table A2).

Information II for the designation of a Marine Protected Area in Great Britain
Due to the designation of a Marine Protected Area, no interventions may take place in the
protected area. As a result, some individual economic sectors will suffer losses (costs, Table A2).
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Table A2. Costs for individual economic sectors over the next 20 years.

Marine Protected
Marine
Marine Protected
Table A2. Costs for individual
economic sectors
over Protected
the next 20 years.

Economic Sectors
Economic
FisheriesSectors
[€]

Oil and Gas Companies [€]
Telecommunications and
Oil and Gas Companies [€]
Energy Companies [€]
Fisheries [€]

Area 1
Area 2
Area 3
Marine Protected
Marine Protected
Marine Protected
208 million
227
million
346 Area
million
Area 1
Area 2
3
535 million
811 million
799 million
208 million

227 million

346 million

24 million
535 million

57 million
811 million

43 million
799 million

Telecommunications and Energy Companies [€]

24 million

57 million

43 million

The disuse of the area, protected under a Marine Protected Area, favors ecosystem services1
generated
by the
suchprotected
as the foodunder
production
and climate
regulation.
The equivalent
of services
these 1
The disuse
ofocean,
the area,
a Marine
Protected
Area, favors
ecosystem
benefits is
in such
monetary
Table A3).
generated
bypresented
the ocean,
as theterms
food(see
production
and climate regulation. The equivalent of these

benefits is presented in monetary terms (see Table A3).

Table A3. Benefits to the public in the next 20 years.

Ecosystem Services
Ecosystem Services

Table A3. Benefits
the public in Marine
the next Protected
20 years.
MarinetoProtected

Marine Protected
Area 1Marine Protected Area Marine
2
3
Protected AreaMarine
Protected

Food Production and Climate
Area 1
8000 million
Regulation
[€]
Food Production and Climate Regulation [€]
8000 million
Tourism,
Research,
Leisure
and
Tourism,
Research,
Leisure
and Recreation
[€]
2000
million
2000 million
Recreation [€]

Area 2

Area 3

18,000 million

14,000 million

2500 million
2500 million

million
28002800
million

18,000 million

14,000 million

Ecosystem services are services provided by nature that can be used by humans to ensure their well-being
(e.g., trees produce oxygen and bind CO2).
Excerpt of the corresponding Answering Booklet:
Question 3: Imagine you are Margaret Fields. Explain to the local community which potential Marine
Protected Area you would recommend in terms of public welfare for the entire city. Justify your
decision mathematically! [ Item 10]
Question 4: To what extent does the designation of a Marine Protected Area constitute a sustainable
solution in terms of public welfare for the entire city? Justify your point of view through social,
economic and economical aspects! [ Item 11]

Appendix B
Appendix B.1. Overview of all Items for Quantitative Modelling:
•
â
σ

Content,
Economics Concept(s),
Sustainable Development issues [Environmental Policy Instrument], and
Item-Difficulty
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σ

Items regarding Quantitative Modelling
1

•
â
-

One-Step Mathematical Modelling with very Manageable Data
Profit Maximization
Land Use Change Issue

−0.17

15

•
â
-

Reasoned Decision Making regarding the Environmental Policy Instrument
Supply/Demand and Incentives
Climate Change Issue [European Union Emission Trading System]

−0.11

5

•
â
-

One-Step Mathematical Modelling with very Manageable Data
Financial Incentives
Land Use Change Issue [Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation]

0.07

2

•
â
-

Multi-Step Mathematical Modelling with Manageable Data; Additional Constraint
Minimum Principle
Land Use Change Issue

0.46

13

•
â
-

Reasoned Decision Making regarding the Environmental Policy Instrument
Cost-Efficiency and Market Failure
Climate Change Issue [European Union Emission Trading System]

0.60

10

•
â
-

Multi-Step Mathematical Modelling with Manageable Data (Cost-Benefit Analysis)
Public Welfare and Cost/Benefit
Marine Resource Use Issue [Marine Protected Area]

0.60

12

•
â
-

Reflection of a Given Multi-Step Mathematical Modelling with Manageable Data; Determination of an Error in one Modelling Step
(without any Economics Concept to consider)
Climate Change Issue [European Union Emission Trading System]

0.67

16

•
â
-

Reasoned Decision Making regarding the Environmental Policy Instrument
Supply/Demand (Pricing) and Externalities
Climate Change Issue [European Union Emission Trading System]

0.68

Appendix B.2. Overview of all Items for Perspective Taking:
•
N
σ

Content,
Sustainable Development-relevant Norms or Perspectives respectively,
Sustainable Development issues [Environmental Policy Instrument], and
Item-Difficulty
Items regarding Perspective Taking

σ

8

•
N
-

Positioning on the Environmental Policy Instrument
Specific Stakeholder with Economic Interests
Marine Resource Use Issue [Marine Protected Area]

−1.00

9

•
N
-

Positioning on the Environmental Policy Instrument
Specific Stakeholder with conflicting Economic and Ecological Interests
Marine Resource Use Issue [Marine Protected Area]

−0.74

6

•
N
-

Positioning on the Environmental Policy Instrument
Basic Needs and Inter-/Intragenerational Justice
Land Use Change Issue [Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation]

−0.06

7

•
N
-

Arguing for or against the Environmental Policy Instrument
From Local to Global (Family/Community, Society and Humanity)
Land Use Change Issue [Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation]

0.10

3

•
N
-

Reflecting Consequences of conflicting Interests in StakeholderLand Use Decisions
Equal Consideration of the Social, Ecological and Economic Dimension on a Specific Stakeholder-Level (Family)
Land Use Change Issue

0.11

11

•
N
-

Reasoning of the Environmental Policy Instrument
Equal Consideration of the Social, Ecological and Economic Dimension on a Global Level (Humanity)
Marine Resource Use Issue [Marine Protected Area]

0.22

14

•
N
-

Reasoning of the Environmental Policy Instrument
Equal Consideration of the Social, Ecological and Economic Dimension on a Global Level (Humanity)
Climate Change Issue [European Union Emission Trading System]

0.71

4

•
N
-

Reflecting Consequences of conflicting Interests in Stakeholder Land Use Decisions
Global Level (Humanity)
Land Use Change Issue

1.33
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Appendix C
Appendix C.1. Scoring of Item 10—Quantitative Modelling
Item 10 Marine Resource Use Issue
Question:
Content:
Economics Concepts:

Imagine you are Margaret Fields [major of the town Whitstable]. Explain to the local community which potential Marine Protected Area you
would recommend in terms of public welfare for the entire city. Justify your decision mathematically!
Multi-Step Mathematical Modelling, Manageable Data
Public Welfare and Cost/Benefit
Scoring

Responses

•

Concepts not or correctly
applied (implicitly)
Mathematical Modelling
incorrect or false,
incompletely documented

9th grade, female, 16 years old
I would recommend Marine Protected Area 1 because it includes the smallest percentage of endangered
species and there are not many restrictions for the fishery. In addition, the costs for individual economic
sectors are lowest for Marine Protected Area 1. Also in regard of the use for the general public for the next
20 years the costs are rather small.

Concepts at least correctly
applied (implicitly)
Mathematical Modelling
with correct result,
incompletely documented

9th grade, sex not specified, 15 years old
Marine Protected Area 2 should be designated.
- € 227 million
€ 18,000 million
- € 811 million
€ 2500 million
- € 57 million
€ 20,500 million
- € 1095 million
€ 20,500 million - € 1095 million = € 19,405 million
A benefit of € 19,405 million.

•

0

•
•

1

11th grade, male, 17 years old
•
•

2

•
•

3

•

[see Score 1]
Mathematical results
transferred back to the
Sustainable
Development issue

[see Score 2]
Concepts correctly applied
(at least implicitly)
Mathematical Modelling
correct and
completely documented

Marine Protected Area 1
Marine Protected Area 2

Benefits
€ 9233 million
€ 19,405 million

€ 15,612 million
Marine Protected Area 3
→ Marine Protected Area 2 generates the highest benefit while safeguarding the protected species in 60%
of the area.
11th grade, male, 17 years old
Marine Protected Area
Area/Surface
Costs [€]
Benefits [€]
Total [€]

1
125,700 ha
−767 million
+10,000 million
+9233 million

2
156,000 ha
−1095 million
+ 20,500 million
+ 19,405 million

3
147,300 ha
−1188 million
+ 16,800 million
+ 15,612 million

Per Hectare [€]
+0.0734 million
+ 0.1244 million
+ 0.1059 million
In regard of the city’s benefit, I would recommend Marine Protected Area 2, since it contains 60%
endangered species which need to be protected on one hand, and contains fish spawning grounds and
nurseries, and on the other hand, the city would benefit in the next 20 years from the benefit of up to €
19,405 million. At the same time, Marine Protected Area 2 is by far the biggest profit per hectare in the
next 20 years, even though it occupies a large area of 156,000 ha, it comes with a great benefit.

Appendix C.2. Scoring of Item 11—Perspective Taking
Item 11 Marine Resource Use Issue
Question:
Content:
Remark:

To what extent does the designation of a Marine Protected Area constitute a sustainable solution in terms of public welfare for the entire city? Justify your
point of view through social, economic and economical aspects!
Reasoning of the Environmental Policy Instrument Marine Protected Area
Taking three Sustainable Development-specific Perspectives: Ecological, Economic and Social
Scoring

Responses

•

Perspective taking missing, superficial
or given for one point of view,
substantiated by one valid argument

9th grade, female, 15 years old
It’s a great way to protect fish species that are threatened with extinction. Even the natural space is preserved
in a natural way.

•

Perspective taking given for two
points of view
Points of view substantiated by one
valid argument

9th grade, male, 15 years old
Social: research for the general public
Ecological: natural space for fish is preserved, regeneration of fish stocks and water quality
Economic:

Perspective taking given for three
points of view
Points of view substantiated by one
valid argument

11th grade, female, 17 years old
From an ecological point of view, the non-use promotes ecosystem services and thus also food production.
From a social point of view, the expansion of nature reserves promotes the recreational factor of tourists.
Even economically (see Table A3), the implementation of a Marine Protected Area has only advantages, as
you can see the expenses cover the revenues and you get high profits.

[See Score 2]
At least two points of view
substantiated by more than one
valid argument

10th grade, female, 16 years old
I think that a Marine Protected Area is a good solution. Everyone has advantages and disadvantages.
Socially: There is more food, tourism, research, leisure and recreation.
Ecologically: It would protect the environment and also their living beings more and in a sustainable manner.
Economically: The fishery would suffer as they have less revenue in the first few years until the fish stocks
have recovered. Employees have to be dismissed and there would be financial losses.
Nevertheless, in the end, every aspect, socially, ecologically and economically, has something of it. I think it’s
a good solution, because at some point we have to start with sustainable thinking. Our children also want to
eat fish.

0

1
•

•
2
•

3

•
•
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Appendix D
Appendix D.1. Scoring Rubric for the Items of Quantitative Modelling
Item 1
Sustainable
Development issue

Item 5

Item 2

Land Use Change

Item 10

Item 13

Item 15

Marine Resource Use

Climate Change

Multi-Step Mathematical
Modelling,
Manageable Data,
Additional Constraint
(secured livelihood)

Multi-Step Mathematical
Modelling,
Manageable Data

Reasoned Decision Making regarding the Environmental Policy
Instrument European Union Emission Trading System

Minimum Principle

Public Welfare
Cost and Benefit

Cost-Efficiency
Market Failure

Content

One-Step Mathematical Modelling,
very Manageable Data

Immanent
Economics
Concept(s)

Profit Maximization

Score 0

Concept(s) not or correctly applied (implicitly);
Mathematical Modelling incorrect or false, incompletely documented

Both Concepts missing or incorrect

Score 1

Concept(s) at least correctly applied (implicitly);
Mathematical Modelling with correct Result, incompletely documented

One Concept
correctly
applied
(implicitly)

Financial
Incentives

Supply/Demand
Financial Incentives

[See Score 0]
Plus: a viable and sophisticated
Criticism regarding European
Union Emission Trading System

Both Concepts
correctly
applied
(implicitly)

[See Score 1]
Plus: Mathematical Results transferred back to Sustainable Development issue

[See Score 1]
Plus:
One Concept correctly applied
(implicitly)

Score 3

No Score 3
available

No Score 3 available

Reflection of given Multi-Step Mathematical
Modelling with Manageable Data; Determination of
an Error in one Modelling Step

(without any Economics Concept to consider)
Valid Reasoning of Mathematical Modelling might be
given but Error within Mathematical Modelling not
mentioned

One Concept
correctly
applied
(implicitly)

Error mentioned but not precisely determined and
valid Reasoning of Mathematical Modelling given
or:
Error precisely determined but valid Reasoning of
Mathematical Modelling missing

Both Concepts
correctly
applied
(implicitly)

Error precisely determined and
valid Reasoning of the Mathematical Modelling given

Quantification
completely
applied

Mathematical Modelling
completely documented

[See Score 2]
Plus: Mathematical
Modelling correctly and
completely documented

Supply/Demand
(Pricing)
Externalities

Item 12

Quantification
partly applied

Approximate Calculation

Score 2

Item 16

[See Score 2]
Plus: Concepts correctly
applied
(at least implicitly);
Mathematical Modelling
correctly and completely
documented

No Score 3
available

[See Score 2]
Plus:
Both Concepts correctly applied
(implicitly)

No Score 3
available

No Score 3 available
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Appendix D.2. Scoring Rubric for the Items of Perspective Taking
Item 3

Item 11

Item 14

Item 4

Sustainable
Development issue

Land Use Change

Marine Resource Use

Climate Change

Land Use Change

Content

Reflecting the Consequences
of Conflicting Interests in
Stakeholder
Land Use Decisions

Reasoning of the
Environmental Policy
Instrument Marine
Protected Area

Reasoning of the
Environmental Policy
Instrument
European Union
Emission Trading System

Reflecting the
Consequences of
Conflicting Interests
in Stakeholder
Land Use Decisions

Positioning with respect to the
Environmental Policy
Instrument Reducing Emissions
from Deforestation and Forest
Degradation

Arguing for or against
the Environmental Policy
Instrument Reducing Emissions
from Deforestation and Forest
Degradation

Positioning with respect to the Environmental Policy
Instrument
Marine Protected Area

Perspective taking

Taking three Sustainable Development-specific Perspectives:
Ecological, Economic and Social

Taking the Sustainable
Development-relevant
Perspective:
Global Impact

Taking the Sustainable
Development-specific
Perspectives:
Basic Needs, Inter- and
Intragenerational Justice

Taking three Sustainable
Development-specific
Perspectives:
From Local to Global Levels

Taking a Sustainable Development-specific Stakeholder
Perspective

Remark

Perspective taking on a
concrete Stakeholder-Level
(Family)

Perspective taking on a general
Level regarding the Sustainable
Development-relevant
Principles and Objectives

Taking of different
Perspectives:
Family/Community, Society and
Humanity

Perspective taking of a
Stakeholder:
Economic interests

Score 0

Perspective taking missing, superficial or Perspective taking given and Point of View substantiated by . . .
. . . one valid
Argument (implicitly)

. . . one valid Argument

. . . one valid Argument for
one Perspective

. . . one valid Argument for the specific Stakeholder
Perspective

. . . two valid
Arguments (at least
implicitly)

. . . two valid Arguments

. . . one valid Argument for
each of two Perspectives

. . . two valid Arguments for the specific Stakeholder
Perspective

. . . one valid Argument for each of three Perspectives

. . . at least two valid
Arguments (at least
implicitly)

[See Score 1]
Plus: a viable and sophisticated
Criticism regarding Reducing
Emissions from Deforestation and
Forest Degradation

. . . one valid Argument for
each of three Perspectives

. . . at least three valid Arguments for the specific
Stakeholder Perspective

[See Score 2]
Plus: more than one valid Argument for at least two Perspectives

No Score 3
available

No Score 3
available

[See Score 2]
Plus: each Perspective
specified

No Score 3
available

Perspective taking on a general Level regarding the
Benefits and/or Costs for the Humanity

. . . one valid Argument for one Perspective
Score 1

Score 3

Item 7

Item 8

Item 9

Marine Resource Use

Perspective taking of a
Stakeholder with Conflicting
Interests: Economic vs.
Ecological

Perspective taking given and Point of View substantiated by . . .
. . . one valid Argument for each of two Perspectives

Score 2

Item 6

Perspective taking given and Point of View substantiated by . . .

No Score 3
available
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